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Molecular basis of viral genome variationMolecular basis of viral genome variation
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Example: Hepatitis CHepatitis C virus: drug resistancevirus: drug resistance
E2, NS3 and NS5BE2, NS3 and NS5B

HBV quasispecies & drug resistance

HPV and diseaseHPV and disease



IntroductionIntroduction

VirusVirus--host interactionhost interaction
associated with viral pathogenesisassociated with viral pathogenesis
Antigenic variationAntigenic variation
Immune evasionImmune evasion
Drug resistanceDrug resistance

Genetic materialGenetic material
RNA genomeRNA genome
Viral polymerase: high errorViral polymerase: high error--rate replicationrate replication

Viral Viral quasispeciesquasispecies



Molecular basis of viral genome variationMolecular basis of viral genome variation

Mutation and repairMutation and repair

NonNon--replicativereplicative mutationmutation

Replication and nonReplication and non--replicativereplicative
recombinationrecombination



Mutation and RepairMutation and Repair

ErrorError--prone replicationprone replication
Lack a 3Lack a 3’’ to 5to 5’’ exonucleolyticexonucleolytic activity activity 
(proofreading(proofreading--repair)repair)

RNARNA--dependent RNA polymerasedependent RNA polymerase
RNARNA--dependent DNA polymerasedependent DNA polymerase

Average error rates for RNA virus:Average error rates for RNA virus:
1010--33 to 10to 10--55

DNADNA--dependent DNA polymerasedependent DNA polymerase::
ProofreadingProofreading--repairrepair
1010--1010 misincorporationmisincorporation per nucleotide copiesper nucleotide copies



NonNon--replicativereplicative mutationmutation

Host innate antiviral responseHost innate antiviral response
Cellular editing enzymes:Cellular editing enzymes: hypermutagenesishypermutagenesis

APOBEC APOBEC cytidinecytidine deaminasesdeaminases: targeting : targeting ssss DNADNA
G G A and C A and C U U 

ADAR adenosine ADAR adenosine deaminasedeaminase: target : target dsds viral RNAviral RNA
AA G and U G and U --> U > U 

Advantage to HDV virus infectionAdvantage to HDV virus infection
Production of delta antigen S and LProduction of delta antigen S and L

Ionizing radiation, photochemical reactionIonizing radiation, photochemical reaction



ReplicativeReplicative and nonand non--replicativereplicative
recombinationrecombination

RecombinationRecombination
Homologous: nucleotide sequence identityHomologous: nucleotide sequence identity
NonNon--homologous: nonhomologous: non--identityidentity
ReplicativeReplicative: Require viral genome replication: Require viral genome replication
NonNon--replicativereplicative: : contransfectioncontransfection of viral of viral RNA fragmentsRNA fragments

Mechanism:Mechanism:
Polymerization machineryPolymerization machinery: : 

host proteins: host proteins: endoribonucleaseendoribonuclease and and exoribonucleaseexoribonuclease
Segment Segment reassortmentreassortment

Effect: Effect: internal deletioninternal deletion
Defective genomesDefective genomes are participants in the evolutionary are participants in the evolutionary 
behavior of viral populationsbehavior of viral populations



Three Classes of RNA recombinationThree Classes of RNA recombination
All three classes involve All three classes involve RNA polymeraseRNA polymerase--mediatedmediated template template 
exchange.exchange.

Base pairing dependentBase pairing dependent
sequence similaritysequence similarity

Base pairing independentBase pairing independent
Very different sequencesVery different sequences
Determined by RNA features, such as RNA polymeraseDetermined by RNA features, such as RNA polymerase--binding binding 
sites, secondary structure, and sites, secondary structure, and heteroduplexheteroduplex formationformation

Base pairing assistedBase pairing assisted
Combines features of class1 and 2 Combines features of class1 and 2 



Viral EvolutionViral Evolution
Mutation rateMutation rate::

Quantification of the biochemical Quantification of the biochemical event of event of 
misincorporationmisincorporation during viral replicationduring viral replication

Mutation frequenciesMutation frequencies::
Quantification of the proportion of mutant genomes in Quantification of the proportion of mutant genomes in 
a viral genome populationa viral genome population

Mutant frequencyMutant frequency: the proportion of a specific mutant type: the proportion of a specific mutant type
Mutation frequencyMutation frequency: the proportion of any type of mutant: the proportion of any type of mutant

Mutation and mutant frequencies are influenced by 
the capacity of any mutant to produce progeny,
relative to the capacity of the non-mutated class



Rates of viral evolution; rates of accumulation Rates of viral evolution; rates of accumulation 
(or fixation) of mutations(or fixation) of mutations

Is calculated by comparing the consensus sequence
of sequential viral isolates
TimeTime is a factoris a factor

Expression: substitutions per nucleotide and yearsubstitutions per nucleotide and year
Example: HCV: the range of 8×10−4 to 2×10−3 s/n/y

Diversification: types and subtypes
By selection and random drift action
A dynamic process
Increases with time
Example: HCVExample: HCV

Average similarity in genomes: 65Average similarity in genomes: 65--69%69%
Between Subtypes genomes: 77Between Subtypes genomes: 77--80% 80% 



Parameters to determine the mutant 
spectrum complexity of viral quasispecies
(i) Mutation frequency:

defined as the proportion of mutant nucleotides in a 
genome distribution, relative to the consensus 
sequence

(ii) Shannon (information) entropy:
defined as the proportion of different genomes in a 
mutant distribution.
a measure of the uncertainty associated with a 
random variable

(iii) Genetic distance:
defined as the number of mutations that distinguish 
any two sequences of the distribution

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_variable


Adaptive value of mutant

Adaptation to complex environments
high mutation rates and a broad mutant spectrum 
were essential for virus adaptability to a complex 
environment

High mutation rates are a consequence of rapid RNA 
replication

Adaptation to a single antiviral inhibitor

Affecting infection properties of virus:
Acute, chronic, latent, persistent, Acute, chronic, latent, persistent, symptomatic or 
asymptomatic infections, with widely different time 
courses.



Viral quasispecies
Viral quasispecies can be considered as Viral quasispecies can be considered as 
cases of coupled cases of coupled mutationmutation--selection selection 
balancebalance models for organisms. models for organisms. 

quasispecies model is deemed to be quasispecies model is deemed to be 
relevant to relevant to RNA virusesRNA viruses due to high due to high 
mutation ratesmutation rates in replicationin replication

3 and 33 Kb genomes, an average of 0.1 to 1 
mutations
mutations of viral polymerases

an effect on template copying fidelity

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutation-selection_balance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutation-selection_balance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutation-selection_balance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutation_rate


Viral Viral quasispeciesquasispecies
Multiple viral quasispecies coexist in infected hosts at 
different replication sites and at successive time 
points.

Virus Research 127 
(2007) 131–150



Fitness variations

Virus Research 127 (2007) 131–150Esteban Domingoa ,



Features of viral quasispecies

A virus population is a spectrum of mutants.

Mutant spectra include phenotypic variants for 
virus adaptability.

Components of mutant spectra show different 
fitness levels.

Fitness variations occur in viral populations 
depending on the passage regime (population 
size) and environmental changes.



Features of viral quasispecies
A broad mutant spectrum can contribute to virus 
adaptability. Too narrow or too broad a spectrum 
may impair adaptability.

Mutation rates above a critical error threshold
result in loss of infectivity.

The mutant spectrum can modulate virus 
behavior through positive interactions 
(complementation) and negative interactions 
(interference).

Dominance of negative interactions can 
contribute to viral extinction.



Possible consequences for Viral Possible consequences for Viral 
EvolutionEvolution

Mutational RobustnessMutational Robustness: : 
A better ESS (A better ESS (Evolutionarily Stable StrategyEvolutionarily Stable Strategy) ) 
is to generate a broad is to generate a broad quasispeciesquasispecies with with 
members of equal fitness members of equal fitness 

Cooperation:Cooperation:
higherhigher--fidelity fidelity polymerasepolymerase

Have lower mutation rateHave lower mutation rate
have lower have lower pathogenicitypathogenicity than than wildwild--typetype sequences sequences 

lower mutation rates reduced the lower mutation rates reduced the adaptabilityadaptability
of the of the quasispeciesquasispecies

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolutionarily_Stable_Strategy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pathogenicity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wild-type
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptability


Modes of virus evolution in
viral pathogenesis and persistence

Escape mutantEscape mutant
Selective pressures: antibody, Selective pressures: antibody, cytotoxiccytotoxic T T 
lymphocyte or inhibitors etc.lymphocyte or inhibitors etc.

Evolution towards modification of virulenceEvolution towards modification of virulence

Mutant spectrum complexity in disease Mutant spectrum complexity in disease 
outcome and response to treatmentoutcome and response to treatment



Modes of virus evolution in
viral pathogenesis and persistence

Immune evasion
HCV: variation of hypervariable region 1 
(HVR-1) of glycoprotein E2

For antibody (Ab) selection
Associated with the development of HCV 
persistence

CTL-escape mutants of HCV:
CD8+ T response focused to few epitopes, and 
emergence of escape mutants, promoted viral 
persistence.

Biased cytokine response
Dengue virus serotypes infection



Drug resistance
Mutants with decreased sensitivity to antiviral 
inhibitors have been isolated with any RNA virus and 
many DNA viruses.

eg. HBV: Resistance to adefovir is associated with RT 
substitutions N236T and A181V.

eg. HCV: decreased sensitivity to the nucleoside 
analogue ribavirin; RdRp polymerase

Combination therapy:
Different targets of drugs
Immunotherapy

two neutralizing anti-HCV mAbs that recognize different 
conformational epitopes of E2



Modes of virus evolution in
viral pathogenesis and persistence

Evolution towards modification of virulence
Adaptive mutations mediate emergence and 
reemergence of viral disease, and alteration of 
virulence.

Eg. Adaptation of a swine FMDV:
an amino acid substitution in a non-structural protein

adaptation to the new host and the ensuing pathology

Eg. HCV genotypes and subtypes:
genotype 1 less susceptible to interferon IFN- plus ribavirin
therapy than genotypes 2 and 3
Variation in the IRES may affect the translational properties 
of the viral genome in different cells and tissues



Modes of virus evolution in
viral pathogenesis and persistence

Mutant spectrum complexity in disease outcome Mutant spectrum complexity in disease outcome 
and response to treatmentand response to treatment

Viral quasispecies may hide mutants whose presence 
may nevertheless affect viral pathogenesis.

VSV quasispecies displayed either a higher or lower 
capacity to induce interferon than the average 
population in natural viral isolates

HCV:
the complexity of the mutant spectrum may affect the 
outcome of an acute infection towards chronification and the 
response to treatment.



ExampleExample

Hepatitis CHepatitis C virusvirus



HCV HCV -- VirologyVirology

The VirusThe Virus
Single stranded, positive sense, Single stranded, positive sense, 
RNARNA
FalviviridaeFalviviridae familyfamily
Spherical, envelopedSpherical, enveloped
~ 50 nm~ 50 nm
Discovered in 1989Discovered in 1989

Choo, Science 1989;244:359-62



Sources of of Infection for Persons with 
Hepatitis C



HCV HCV -- GeneticsGenetics
Six genotypes, 1 through 6Six genotypes, 1 through 6
Multiple subtypes, a, b, c, etc.Multiple subtypes, a, b, c, etc.

Further divided into Further divided into quasispeciesquasispecies, , 
varying in RNA sequence by 1varying in RNA sequence by 1--9%9%

RNA sequence may vary by 35% RNA sequence may vary by 35% 
between genotypebetween genotype
Great genetic diversityGreat genetic diversity

Farci, Semin Liver Dis 2000;20:103-26



HCVHCV--infectioninfection

SEMINARS IN LIVER DISEASE/VOLUME 27, NUMBER 1 2007, p13-27



Factors Associated with More Rapid Fibrosis
Progression in Chronic Hepatitis C

SEMINARS IN LIVER DISEASE/VOLUME 27, NUMBER 1 2007, p13-27



Medical implications of quasispecies: HCV
Evolutionary tree of subtypes and genotypes of HCV
Based on partial NS5B sequences

Journal of General Virology 
(2004), 85, 3173–3188



Pediatrics International
(2004) 46, 223-230

In Taiwan:
Northern Taiwan: 60-70 % (1b)
Southern Taiwan: 50% (1b); 35-41% (2a)

Transactions of the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene (2006) 100, 767-774



Medical implications of quasispecies: HCV
Genetic diversity and evolution of hepatitis C virus

sequence 
diversity 
between 
different 
HCV 
genotypes

Journal of General Virology (2004), 85, 3173–3188



Medical implications of quasispecies: HCV

Innate cell defences
dsRNA binding proteins (DRBPs) 

DRBPs are coupled to antiviral effector pathways including 
PKR (ds RNA dependant protein kinase) mediated induction 
of apoptosis and modulation of the IFN-response pathways

Sequence changes in the ISDR of NS5A correlate 
with sensitivity of the virus to IFN therapy



Medical implications of quasispecies: HCV
Mechanisms involved in HCV resistance to antiviral therapies

World J Gastroenterol 2007 May 7; 13(17): 2416-2426



HCV Quasispecies dynamics in patients 
undergoing anti-viral therapy

.

SR: sustained     
responder 
NR: non 
responder

Virus Research 127 (2007) 185–194



Polymorphism of E2 regions in Interferon alpha resistance
E2 glycoprotein is a typeⅠtransmembrane protein of 70 
kDa
Receptor binding: human tetraspanin CD81 and the 
human scavenger recepptor SR-BI
PePHD motif of E2

very similar to that of the auto-p-phosphorylation sites of PKR 
PKR inhibition

Medical implications of quasispecies: HCV
E2 contributing to resistanceE2 contributing to resistance

Sequence homology between HCV E2-PePHD domain and PKR.
World J Gastroenterol 2007 May 7; 13(17): 2416-2426



Medical implications of quasispecies: HCV
NS5A contributing to resistanceNS5A contributing to resistance

Polymorphism of NS5A and Interferon 
resistance

C-terminal NS5A has a Protein Kinase R binding 
domain. inhibit PKR
Induce chemokine interleukin 8 (IL-8) expression

inhibit directly the Interferon alpha activity

Journal of General Virology (2004), 85, 3173–3188

IFN-sensitivity determining region



Medical implications of quasispecies: HCV
NS3 contributing to resistanceNS3 contributing to resistance

Natural polymorphism of NS3 protease:
NS3 structural and chemical integrity is 
required for it to process the polyprotein

less variable genes in the genome

NS3 is random genetic drift rather than of 
positive selection.



Medical implications of quasispecies: HCV
NS3 contributing to resistanceNS3 contributing to resistance

NS3 Polymorphism and impact on response to 
antiviral specific treatment:
VXVX--950 inhibitor950 inhibitor::

Resistant mutations: Resistant mutations: R155K/T/S/M and A156T/V, 
located close to the 950 binding groove

SCHSCH--503034 inhibitor:503034 inhibitor:
Resistant mutationsResistant mutations: : A156T substitution

Combinations of VX-950 and SCH-503034 may 
be limited by the selection of cross--resistance 
mutations.



Medical implications of quasispecies: HCV
NS5B contributing to resistanceNS5B contributing to resistance

NS5B polymorphism and impact of the 
anti-polymerase therapy

slight variability 
Its amino acid sequence is highly conserved 
among all genotypes and any mutation inhibit 
viral replication. 

Response to inhibitor
a genotype 2b NS5B was sensitive to the 2’-C-
Methyl-Adenosine but completely insensitive to the 
NNI 1 (benzimidazole) and NNI 3 (thiophene) –
(Antiviral Res 2006; 69: 24-30)













Genomic domains contributing to Genomic domains contributing to 
resistanceresistance

Summary Summary 

Virus Research 127 (2007) 185–194



ConclusionsConclusions
HCV variants resistant to antiviral agents can be HCV variants resistant to antiviral agents can be 
readily selected in cell culturereadily selected in cell culture

viral targetsviral targets
cellular targetscellular targets

Preclinical resistance studies are useful Preclinical resistance studies are useful 
to guide the choice of agents with the highest to guide the choice of agents with the highest 
probability of successprobability of success
to identify inhibitors with different resistance profile to to identify inhibitors with different resistance profile to 
be used in be used in combination therapiescombination therapies
to elucidate mechanism of inhibition/target/binding to elucidate mechanism of inhibition/target/binding 
site of novel antiviral agentssite of novel antiviral agents



Medical implications of quasispecies: HBV
DistributionDistribution

Virus Research 127 (2007) 164–176



Medical implications of quasispecies: HBV
Serological signs of emergence of a drug-
resistant mutant.

Virus Research 127 (2007) 164–176



Medical implications of quasispecies: HBV

HBV polymerase drug-resistant mutants

Virus Research 127 (2007) 164–176



Human Human PapillomavirusPapillomavirus Types and Types and 
DiseaseDisease

Low riskLow risk
virus types 6, 11, 42, 43, 44virus types 6, 11, 42, 43, 44

High riskHigh risk
virus typesvirus types 16, 1816, 18, 31, 31, 33, 35, 39, , 33, 35, 39, 4545, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, 68, 70, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, 68, 70

4 types account for ~80% of all cancers4 types account for ~80% of all cancers
International Journal of Gynecological Cancer 2005,15, 727–746



The Journal of Microbiology. 2004, p255-266



Thank you for your attentionThank you for your attention
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